
REVIEWS

MY FAVORITE READING GLASSES
I’ve purchased all kinds of reading glasses, both drug store brands and expensive designer 
brands, and the only ones I always reach for are my LOOK OPTIC. They are light and flexible 
and all the colors are really nice looking. Their customer services is also amazing.

STYLISH GLASSES/GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE
I just bought my second pair of Sullivan readers and I’m sure I will be ordereing more!  
From the price point, frame quality and ease of ordering, I choose LOOK OPTIC over 
Warby Parker every time.

LOVE LOOK OPTIC!
I am so impressed with this company. The reading glasses are so stylish and comfortable. I or-
dered the wrong prescription and they immediately substituted with a new pair, free shipping, 
no problems. What more can you ask for? I am a big fan!!!

MY FAVORITE READING GLASSES
I’ve been purchasing all kinds of reading glasses for a while, both drug store brands and 
expensive designer brands at my eye doctor’s office, and the only ones I always reach 
for are my lookoptics. I lost my screen readers on vacation and ordered again when I 
came back. They are light and flexible and all the colors are nice looking. 

GREAT GREAT
I hate reading glasses, hate hate hate them. But since I need them, I want glasses that 
are comfortable and simple and do the job flawlessly. I’ve tried the cheap ones, I’ve 
tried Scojo, Izipizi... and now Look. I think the Look readers are the most comfortable, 
the simplest, and the best looking. The quality of the lenses seems excellent and I 
actually (hate to admit it) kind of enjoy wearing them.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 
My Abbey Readers measure up to the top end designer frames on the market and are 
more comfortable as well. I had some questions and Andrew provided a timely and 
thorough response. I see myself owning several pairs. (Pun intended)

95.5% of LOOK OPTIC review have been five-star.


